How fuel-efficient is the Airstream?
Way back in the Depression, we engineered a trailer shape that Airstreamers have since come to know and love.

After 55 years of building the world's finest RVs, precious little has changed.

Oh, we've added creature comforts all right. But we haven't subtracted one iota from our fabled fit and finish.

In fact, some folks think our newest trailers are the finest we've ever built. Money magazine does. They recently judged us "clearly superior" to the competition. "One of 99 things that Americans make best."

As for fuel-efficiency? Our fuselage is still hewn from the same high-strength, lightweight aluminum. Which, combined with its low center of gravity and unique Dura-torque axle, means better handling than any other RV. And up to 20% fewer trips to the gas pump.

(Mileage may vary, depending upon your tow vehicle.)

Find out for yourself. Visit your Airstream dealer and see our latest travel trailers and motorhomes. For a free color brochure, call 1-513-596-5111. Or write to Airstream Inc., Department 111, 419 W. Pike Street, Jackson Center, OH 45334.
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